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Motivation and goal: Secondary imperfective (SI) morphology differs in its productivity in 
Polish (PL) and  Bulgarian (BG): in PL, the SI morphology combines with some but not all 
prefixes. By contrast, almost every BG perfective verb has a SI  variant (see Nicolova 2017, 
Rivero and Slavkov 2014). To our knowledge, there is no research which has attempted to get 
a closer understanding of the source of this discrepancy. To fill in this niche, we conducted a 
comparative study testing the interaction of SI morphology with different classes of aspectual 
prefixes in PL and BG and the meaning effects these different combinations of aspectual 
prefixes with SI morphemes give rise to. We present novel observations on SI in BG and PL 
supported with corpus and judgment data, showing a finer-grained grammaticalized 
expression of SI than previously noticed. We explain the differences in the meaning and 
distribution of SI in PL and BG by proposing that there are two distinct layers at which SI 
morphemes are generated in BG and only one such layer in PL.  

Background on PL and BG: In both PL and BG, aspectual distinctions are encoded 
on almost all verbs, and perfective is often expressed with prefixes, e.g. pisaćI – 
napisaćP [PL] / pishaI - napishap [BG] ‘to write’. Imperfective verbs can be bare e.g., 
pisaćI [PL] / pishaI [BG] or derived [most often] by means of an -yw- suffix on the 
perfective base, e.g. podpisaćP – podpisywaćI

 [PL] / podpishaP – podpisvamI
 [BG] ‘to 

sign’. These derived imperfectives are called secondary imperfective (cf. Willim 2006, 
Nicolova 2017 a.o.). Note that the final result is imperfective, undoing the perfectivizing 
contribution of the prefix. SI morphology differs in its productivity in PL and Bulgarian. 
As stated earlier, BG SI morphology is considerably  more productive as compared to 
Polish (see Nicolova 2017, Rivero and Slavkov 2014). In order to understand the 
difference in the productivity of SI morphology in BG and PL, we tested its interaction 
with different classes of aspectual prefixes in these languages. Slavic prefixes are 
generally divided into lexical and super-lexical (Svenonius 2004a,b, Babko-Malaya 
1999, Romanova 2004, Ramchand 2008a, b). The former are highly idiosyncratic 
(change the lexical semantics of the verb) and the latter have predictable meanings. 
Some linguists distinguish a separate class of purely perfectivizing prefixes which play 
a purely aspectual role (impose a final temporal boundary on the event) (Svenonius 
2004a, 2004b; Willim 2006 a.o. (but see also Isačenko 1960; Filip 1999; Janda & 
Nesset 2010; Janda & Lyashevskaya 2012 for the opposite view). Additionally, in her 
study of the hierarchy of the Bulgarian verbal prefixes Markova (2011) makes a 
distinction between outer, inner and lexical prefixes. According to Markova (2011), BG 
SI morphology is projected above the outer prefixes: [SI [outer prefixes [inner prefixes 
[lexical prefixes]]]], which predicts SI verbs with all these different classes of prefixes 
should uniformly generate episodic ongoing and habitual readings. This is also 
explicitly stated in Rivero and Slavkov (2014) who suggest that all constructions with 
SI morphology in Bulgarian should display both habitual and ongoing readings. We 
decided to put this claim under closer scrutiny and test whether Bulgarian SI 
morphology gives rise to the same range of readings when combined with lexical 
prefixes, outer and inner superlexical and purely perfectivizing prefixes. Our crucial 
observation is that BG lexical and inner prefixes are ambiguous between an episodic 
ongoing and habitual reading (see (1) and (2) vs. (3)) and outer prefixes and empty 
prefixes allow for a habitual reading only (see (4) and (5) vs. (6)), contrary to what was 
claimed in earlier literature. Curiously, these BG SI verbs which can be used in habitual 
contexts only are the ones which do not have SI equivalents in Polish.  Based on this 



observation, we propose that SI morphology in BG is represented at two different 
syntactic layers SI2 >> OUTER >> SI1 >> INNER >> LEXICAL. 
 
(1) {Kogato vlyazoh/         vinagi    kogato vlizah}       v  ofisa  na Ivan, toy  
      when    entered.AOR /always  when   entered.IMP  in office of Ivan   he 
      POD-pisvashe   dokumenti.  
      he signed.SI.3sg    documents       LEXICAL PREFIXES 
      ‘When/whenever I entered John’s office, he was signing/signed documents.’  
(2) (Kogato vljazoh    v stajata)  toj si       do-livashe        rakija. 
      when     entered.AOR.1sg in room.def   he refl.dat DO-pour.SI.3sg rakija 
      ‘When I entered the room, he was topping up his glass with rakija.’  INNER  
(3) Toj vse       mi   do-livashe  rakija. 
     he  always  me.dat  DO-pour.SI  rakija 
     ~‘He always topped up my glass with more rakija.’     INNER 
(4) (Vinagi/*vchera)  sled  obyad  tja  si   PO-drem-va-she. 
      always/yesterday  after  lunch  she  refl.gen a.little-take.a.nap-SI-IMP   
      ‘After lunch she (always) used to take a nap.’ (habitual ONLY: *yesterday) OUTER 
(5) Tova vreme Iisus   izyade/*izyazdashe edno magare […] a    David  
      this   time   Jesus  ate.AOR/*SI           one   donkey       and David 
      yadeshe/*izyazdashe kantarida 
      ate.IPF/*SI  Spanish.fly                                 PURELY 
PERFECTIVIZING  
      ‘At that time Jesus was eating a donkey […] and David was eating a Spanish fly …  
(6) Vseki den izyazdashe po    petima indusi   i      po   dve dechitsa za desert… 
     every day ate.SI          distr five       hindus and distr two kids       for dessert 
     ‘He used to eat five Hindus and two kids for dessert daily…’PURELY PERFECTIVIZING  
 
Additionally, we observe that unlike SI verbs with lexical and inner prefixes, SI verbs 
with purely perfectivizing and outer prefixes have a restricted distribution. The latter 
can never be used in simple sentences without any licensing dyadic QAs cf. 
*Postrojavah kushti ‘I built.SI houses.’ (I was building/used to build houses.) in contrast 
to Ana podpisvashe.SI dokumentite. ‘Ana  signed.SI documents.’ (Anna was 
signing/used to sign documents). Cinque’s (1999) gives typological evidence for the 
relative order of suffixes in which the habitual ones scope the highest of all the 
aspectual suffixes repetitive, frequentative, terminative, continuative, retrospective, 
durative, progressive, completive. Based on that we would like to argue that in BG 
there are two syntactic layers in which SI morphemes may be generated and it is only 
the higher layer which takes outer and purely perfectivizing prefixes as its input giving 
rise to their obligatory habitual readings.  
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